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2. LITERATURE REVIEw



























2.2. Using Social Media for Educational Purposes
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as﻿an﻿ increase﻿ in﻿ their﻿workload﻿and﻿are﻿concerned﻿with﻿ the﻿professional﻿consequences﻿of﻿using﻿
Facebook﻿(DiVall﻿&﻿Kirwin,﻿2012).
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Our﻿ survey﻿ results﻿ also﻿ showed﻿ that﻿ participants﻿ checked﻿ the﻿ course﻿ management﻿ site﻿ and﻿
accessed﻿their﻿school﻿emails﻿fairly﻿frequently,﻿as﻿illustrated﻿in﻿Table﻿2.﻿However,﻿only﻿10﻿percent﻿











5.2. Effectiveness of Facebook
In﻿addition﻿to﻿other﻿communication﻿methods,﻿Facebook﻿was﻿used﻿fairly﻿extensively﻿in﻿the﻿treatment﻿
group:﻿the﻿instructor﻿published﻿20﻿posts﻿on﻿the﻿course﻿Facebook﻿page,﻿pushing﻿out﻿information﻿about﻿
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Table 1. Participants’ preferred communication methods








Table 2. Usage frequency of communication tools
Usage Course Management Site Email Facebook
Daily 10% 58.06% 48.39%
2-3﻿Times﻿a﻿Week 73% 12.90% 25.81%
Once﻿a﻿Week 15% 22.58% 6.45%
Table 3. Participants’ perceptions of facebook’s effectiveness
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6. dISCUSSION ANd CONCLUSION
Effective﻿ course﻿ communication﻿ plays﻿ an﻿ important﻿ role﻿ in﻿ student﻿ success﻿ in﻿ online﻿ learning﻿
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Another﻿ interesting﻿ finding﻿of﻿ this﻿ study﻿ is﻿ that,﻿consistent﻿with﻿ the﻿discovery﻿of﻿a﻿previous﻿
study﻿(Li﻿&﻿Pitts,﻿2009),﻿students﻿preferred﻿email﻿and﻿other﻿electronic﻿communication﻿media﻿over﻿
traditional﻿channels,﻿such﻿as﻿telephone﻿calls﻿or﻿office﻿hour﻿visits,﻿for﻿faculty-student﻿interaction.﻿This﻿




















Table 4. Course evaluation comparison
Evaluation Metrics
Treatment Group Control Group
P-value














Average﻿Numeric﻿Grade﻿Value 3.00﻿(1.28) 2.00﻿(1.62) 2.02﻿(1.58)
2.01﻿
(1.60) 0.001
Note: Numbers in the parentheses are standard deviations.
Table 5. Letter grade distribution comparison
Letter Grade Treatment Group Control Group
Section 1 Section 2 Section 3 Subtotal
A 48.57% 23.40% 25.53% 24.47%
B 25.71% 21.28% 19.15% 20.21%
C 11.43% 21.28% 17.02% 19.15%
D 5.71% 2.13% 6.38% 4.26%
F 8.57% 31.91% 31.91% 31.91%
Course﻿Success﻿Rate 85.71% 65.96% 61.70% 63.83%
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